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Greetings to all of the F1 and F4 enthusiasts out there!
Empennage kit update: The next batch of new Mk3 tail kits will be here soon,
around April 1, 2018. Deposits are being accepted now. Contact Vince
at vince@f1aircraft.com for more information. Price is $3595. Or $3885 with the Ray
Allen T3-12A servo kit. We'll have 12 kits available, so don't delay. Judging by the
last batch, they'll be gone very quickly.
Mk3 Empennage construction: Mark and Brian are well along with their Mk3
empennage construction. The photos shown are several weeks old.
Brian is prepping parts to put into the HS jig. The jig doesn't need to be this fancy.
Simple wood jigs work just fine.
Notice the extra ribs which are part of what sets this empennage apart from all the
rest. Built like a tank!

Here, the leading edge skins are being installed. You can see the various brackets
that align the hinge points, the tip ribs, and the center of the forward spar. Anyone
who has previously built one of the Van's RVs will immediately recognize this set up.

Working with the leading edge skins is simplified by being able to do some of the
work on the bench. A very simple wood frame is used to hold the parts for riveting.

Another view of the leading edge frame.

Looking good. In this shot, you can see one of the spar doublers. Did I mention that
the Mk3 is built like a tank?

The nearly finished HS assembly.

Mark and Brian are documenting their build and intend to edit that information into
the new Mk3 empennage assembly manual. Happily, there have been no major
problems with the new Mk3 kits. We did have one rib made incorrectly and new ones
were made. Aside from that, the assembly has gone smoothly.
Fuselage construction: Ray Ward received his fuselage parts in mid-December.
He is really moving along quickly.

Another view of the fuselage in process. I love the clamp collection on the floor. You
can't have too many clamps!

Miscellaneous news and things to be happy about: Well, the list is long, but the
ones that pertain to Team Rocket include such exciting things as:
1) getting a fork truck. I don't know how we made it without one! It's probably older
than me, but it still goes. And it has a sweet, art deco, jet intake right next to the
seat. I'm not sure why an old Continental flathead motor needs a jet intake but it
looks cool.

2) getting the freight shipping set up... finally. It's astounding how long the small
details like this can take.
3) getting the first 12 empennage kits shipped and the next 12 in production. Hurray!
4) having several new fuselage starts, and several more in the queue. Hats off to the
brave builders who let nothing stop them!
5) moving forward on several development projects, including getting more and
more of the airframe parts in stock every day
Other news: Adam Thomason, a Purdue aeronautical engineering student, is
interning with us this Spring and Summer. Not all engineering grads want to work for
Boeing. Thank goodness! Adam is currently working on CAD projects for us. There
is no doubt that he'll bring some much needed attention to the assembly drawings.
I'm confident that Adam will be a huge help to this project.
Teasers: The following photos were submitted by new Rocket owner, Dain
Guetersloh. Nice looking bird, eh?

Thanks for your interest. Questions and comments can be directed to Vince
at vince@f1aircraft.com
Cheers,
Vince
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